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Introduction
I started working on this play after I saw a documentary about a plastic surgeon 
who had performed cosmetic procedures on his two daughters. The procedures 
included breast implants and rhinoplasties (‘nose jobs’). The other element to 
this story is that both his daughters were adopted. The surgeries took place 
when the girls were over eighteen and with their consent. The story hit me hard 
with its complex layers and ethical questions. Where do particular standards of 
beauty come from? How much ownership do parents have over their children? 
How did the beauty industry get so inside us?

The Surgeon’s Hands follows a father and daughter relationship. Dr Patrick is a 
popular plastic surgeon and his daughter Siri is following in his footsteps on 
her way to becoming a surgeon herself. A chance meeting with a make-up artist 
Nancy, leads towards the unravelling of long held family secrets. It is a play 
about identity, modern reproductive technologies, the longing for connection, 
intergenerational impacts of secrets and the urge to understand one’s history. 
Through the play, Siri discovers her origin story is different to the one she grew 
up believing.  

The subject matter may be unsettling but is a prime place to explore human 
vulnerability as well as a primal human resilience. It asks what does ‘family’ 
mean today? The technology and practices in the play are all taking place in the 
world right now. Nothing in this play is science fiction. I believe language is still 
evolving to keep up with these developing technologies.  

I also wanted the play to have echoes of fairy tale. At once a very old story 
(seeking one’s origins) and a modern tale (reflecting cutting-edge developments 
in technology). This work is influenced both by the fairy tale ‘The Girl with the 
Silver Hands’ and the cautionary tale of ‘Frankenstein’. My hope for this play 
is that it is a tender and roller coaster journey through the lightening paced 
developments in cosmetic and reproductive technologies exploring the myriad 
of legal, ethical and personal implications that flow through generations.  

Alison Mann
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Foreword
I met Alison in 2014; she was a member of the first Cowshed, Blue Cow 
Theatre’s script development program. She came with a story about body image, 
surrogacy and cosmetic surgery; dealing with two sisters being operated on by 
their father, a plastic surgeon. The subtextual intention of the father seemed to 
be to make the children more in his image. The primary source was a fairy-tale 
about a girl who loses and then regains her hands.

Over time, the two sisters became one. The woman who was Siri’s natural 
mother was realised on stage. The stakes increased for Siri; she became older, 
a disciple of her father’s surgical technique, her career once she completed her 
medical degree settled. Siri needed to be both bubbly, vivacious, air-headed and 
then clever, considered, serious. The fairy tale was subverted as well.

The play was pretty tough. What Alison presented was, as I recorded at the time, 
‘coherent, chronological and stomach churning.’

My work was to question the choices that Alison was making. The aim is to 
make for clarity, logic and constant increase in tension, therefore a stronger play. 

From my notes in the second year of our meetings:

She (Siri) needs two scenes — one with the natural mother that undermines her 
connection with the father (and includes a violence in herself that corresponds to 
her natural mother’s), the second – where she attempts to resolve her position with 
her father, is rejected by him and she takes revenge on him.

I have also asked for her (Alison) to look to Siri’s internal journey — a developing 
sense of high stakes dealing with her internal life, that add darkness, more 
squirminess and a reason to take revenge.

I suggested to the company that the play was ready for production: 

It is clever, sharp and witty. It is pretty scary.

The play itself is assured; there are great language skills, the characters are firm 
and well realised.  

It gets pretty squirmy towards the end; Does the protagonist sever the hands of her 
abusive father, or is it all projection? 

Alison’s writing is exciting; strong on metaphor, subtextually powerful. It is precise 
in its emotional storytelling, and it leaps off the page. Her later work is the same.
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Conversations with Alison are detailed, intricate … they question your values, 
your emotional alliances and what would you do in that particular situation 
she is exploring. How she sees the stage and its potential is symbolically and 
emotionally thrilling.  

Peter Matheson
Dramaturg
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Notes
Characters

SIRI   Twenty five, medical student. Had various cosmetic surgeries  
  including a breast augmentation. Permanently in a pair of  
  high heel shoes.

PATRICK  Sixty, plastic surgeon. Runs his own cosmetic surgery clinic.  
  Regularly uses hand sanitizer. SIRI’s father.

NANCY  Forty five, freelance make-up artist. Owner of a beauty salon.  
  Has a prominent tattoo on her shoulder.

Place

The play takes place in a large Australian city.
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The Surgeon’s Hands

1.CLEANSE
PATRICK dressed in full surgical scrubs. He takes off gloves, 
head covering, face mask and jacket. Washes his hands. Then 
washes them again with hand sanitizer. Files his finger nails.

SIRI in gym clothes skips with a rope. She alternates between 
slow and fast. She then skips so fast, like she is skipping for her 
life. She slows down again. Stops. Wipes her face with a towel.

NANCY washes make-up brushes, packs them into a bag and 
puts on a make-up belt ready for work.

2. EXAMINATION
SIRI walks into a spotlight. She is a striking figure. Immaculate 
and heavy make-up. Styled hair. High breasts. Wearing sky 
high heels. From off stage PATRICK’s voice booms.

PATRICK Name! 

SIRI Siri Patrick. 

PATRICK Date of birth.

SIRI Twenty-first of May nineteen ninety three. 

PATRICK Student Number.

SIRI One two nine three zero five.

PATRICK Stand up straight. Look them directly in the eye. 
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SIRI Yes.

PATRICK Please give us an outline of a general breast examination.

SIRI I introduce myself to the patient stating my name and that 
I am a medical student.

 I ask permission to do the examination. Give the patient 
time to undress in privacy.

 I look for asymmetry, obvious masses, scars. Any skin 
changes including bruising, inflammation, retraction, 
dimpling, ulceration and lactation.

 Locate important anatomical landmarks. Palpate 
systematically with one hand in the positions of a clock 
face. Describe any abnormality in terms of size, location, 
colour, inflammation, surface and consistency. Bimanually 
palpate the nipples for underlying masses and abnormal 
discharge. Palpate the axillary lymph nodes.

 I turn to the examiners and describe what I found. If I’m in 
doubt as to the likely cause of any mass I make this clear to 
the examiner but I do try to give a differential diagnosis.

 I finish by covering and thanking the patient.

Lights change. PATRICK enters. PATRICK and SIRI are in 
the dressing room of a TV studio.

PATRICK Very good. 

SIRI Yes!

PATRICK What did you forget? 

SIRI I didn’t forget anything. 

PATRICK What did you forget? 

SIRI Shit!
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Slight pause.

 To ask the patient about their family history. 

PATRICK Correct.

SIRI Urgh! Damn it.

PATRICK  [smiles] It’s ok. The rest was. Perfect.

Loud intro music to a TV news program interrupts.

3. SYMMETRY
PATRICK walks out of TV studio dressing room straight 
onto set of TV show. TV news music plays while a 
voiceover runs over the top.

VOICEOVER Welcome to ‘Tomorrow’s Technology Today’ where we’ll 
be examining advances in the plastic surgery industry. This 
year’s ASPS Award winner Doctor Patrick Patrick from the 
Sybarite Clinic outlines his break-through in fat grafting.

Music fades.

PATRICK  [smiles] Thank you.

 I have developed a method for taking out body fat and 
processing it to remove as much oil, blood and water as I 
can and transferring it. If you place fat under the skin it 
reverses sun damage and ageing. This method can be used 
for a range of procedures including facial rejuvenation.

 Fat is full of stem cells and it can be very beneficial to the 
tissues in which it is placed. This is where the future of 
medicine and surgery are going. There is the possibility 
to use stem cells to treat liver damage. Bladder damage. 
Improve fertility.
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  With this technology you’re not tightening something. You’re 
not stretching it. You’re just making it more normal again.

 Our eyes are always looking for symmetry and golden 
proportion.

 If you would like more information about the Patrick 
method of fat grafting please visit the Sybarite Clinic’s 
website or request one of our brochures. 

PATRICK holds up Sybarite Clinic brochure.

  [to TV crew] Was that long enough? Great.

 Take a ten minute break then we’ll do the next one? I need 
to go to the lavatory.

PATRICK exits to lavatory and yells into the dressing room.

 Siri! We’ll need you in ten minutes!

4. INCISION
SIRI pacing around TV studio dressing room. NANCY 
enters wearing a make-up belt.

SIRI Thank god you’re here! I’m on in ten minutes and I’ve got 
hardly anything on my face. This woman was doing my 
make-up. Then she got this phone call. A family emergency 
she said. Something to do with her fucking kids and she just 
took off! And whatever she used on my face has made it 
really sore. Do you have anything? Can you fix it? Are you —

NANCY Sit down. 

SIRI Ok.

NANCY You have sensitive skin?
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SIRI Only when people use cheap products. 

NANCY I’ve got a cream.

SIRI We’re filming again in ten minutes. 

NANCY We better get started.

SIRI Ok.

SIRI sits. NANCY puts cream on her face.

 That feels good. What is it?

NANCY I just have to ask you to not talk for a second. Ok?

SIRI Ok.

NANCY finishes with the cream.

NANCY That’s taken the redness away.

SIRI Great.

NANCY applies foundation and powder.

NANCY Have you just had laser or something? 

SIRI I usually have a bag full of make-up with me. 

NANCY I’m good at doing things quickly.

Slight pause.

 Which show are you on? 

SIRI Tomorrow’s Technology Today.

NANCY You recording or doing a live cross? 

SIRI Recorded.

NANCY Great. Look up for a second.

NANCY applies eye make-up.
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SIRI How long have you been doing make-up for? 

NANCY I can paint faces in my sleep. What do you do? 

SIRI I’m studying medicine.

NANCY Like pharmacy? Drugs?

SIRI No. I’m studying to be a doctor.

NANCY And here I was thinking you were a movie star. Your 
breasts are amazing. 

SIRI  [laughs] Thank you.

NANCY Do you want some powder on them so they don’t shine?

SIRI Yes please.

NANCY applies power to SIRI’s breasts.

 My name’s Siri.

NANCY Siri?

SIRI It’s Norwegian. It means ‘beautiful woman that leads us 
to victory’!

NANCY  [smiles] Nancy. You’re all done now.

SIRI That was quick!

Looks in mirror.

 That looks great! I’ll have to get your number. 

NANCY gives SIRI a business card.

NANCY I’ve got a website. I sell the cream I put on your face. 

SIRI I’ll tell all my friends. Some of them are movie stars! 

NANCY Great.




